The ETS transcriptional repressor ETV6 (or TEL) is autoinhibited by an α-helix that sterically blocks its DNA-binding ETS domain. The inhibitory helix is marginally stable and unfolds when ETV6 binds to either specific or non-specific DNA. Using NMR spectroscopy, we show that folding of the inhibitory helix requires a buried charge-dipole interaction with helix H1 of the ETS domain. This interaction also contributes directly to autoinhibition by precluding a highly conserved dipole-enhanced hydrogen bond between the phosphodiester backbone of bound DNA and the N terminus of helix H1. To probe further the thermodynamic basis of autoinhibition, ETV6 variants were generated with amino acid substitutions introduced along the solvent exposed surface of the inhibitory helix. These changes were designed to increase the intrinsic helical propensity of the inhibitory helix without perturbing its packing interactions with the ETS domain. NMR-monitored amide hydrogen exchange measurements confirmed that the stability of the folded inhibitory helix increases progressively with added helix-promoting substitutions. This also results in progressively reinforced autoinhibition and decreased DNA-binding affinity. Surprisingly, locking the inhibitory helix onto the ETS domain by a disulfide bridge severely impairs, but does not abolish DNA binding. Weak interactions still occur via an interface displaced from the canonical ETS domain DNA-binding surface. Collectively, these studies establish a direct thermodynamic linkage between inhibitory helix stability and ETV6 autoinhibition, and demonstrate that helix unfolding does not strictly precede DNA binding. Modulating inhibitory helix stability provides a potential route for the in vivo regulation of ETV6 activity.
Introduction
Normal cellular function requires the tight control of protein activity, loss of which can result in aberrant growth and disease. Autoinhibition is one such important control mechanism, whereby one part of a protein, typically referred to as the inhibitory module or domain, interacts with another part to negatively regulate its function [1, 2] . Relief or reinforcement of autoinhibition via protein partnerships, post-translational modifications or proteolysis in response to cellular signaling events enables the control of numerous protein functions, spanning gene expression to metabolism and transport.
Autoinhibition of DNA binding has emerged as a key regulatory mechanism for the ETS family of transcription factors [3] . There are 28 ETS paralogs in humans, all of which contain a conserved ETS domain that mediates binding to DNA sequences containing a 5′ GGA(A/T) 3′ motif [4, 5] . Despite this commonality, several distinct mechanisms of autoinhibition have been discovered across the ETS family. For example, ETS-1 has an inhibitory module consisting of an intrinsically disordered serine-rich region (SRR), as well as four helices flanking its ETS domain. DNA binding is allosterically coupled to helix unfolding and the disruption of the inhibitory module [6, 7] . Furthermore, ETS-1 autoinhibition is reinforced by multi-site phosphorylation of the SRR [6, 8] and relieved through partnerships with additional transcription factors such as Runx1 [9] [10] [11] . In contrast, the ETS transcriptional repressor ETV6 (or TEL) is inhibited by an α-helix that sterically occludes the DNA-binding interface of its ETS domain [12, 13] . This inhibitory helix also unfolds upon binding both specific and non-specific DNA [14] . In the case of ERG, weak autoinhibition is reported to involve flexible sequences flanking its ETS domain [15] .
Underlying these differences, the autoinhibitory mechanisms exhibited by various ETS family members also share several common features [3] . The inhibitory modules are formed by sequences appended to the ETS domain. These sequences, which are either marginally stable helices or predominantly disordered, readily undergo conformational transitions. Furthermore, the inhibitory elements dampen dynamics in the ETS domain that, by analogy to the well-characterized lac repressor [16] , are postulated to be important for binding non-specific and specific DNA [6, 7, 13, 15] .
In this study, we have dissected the thermodynamic basis of ETV6 autoinhibition. Initially, we identified a buried charge-dipole interaction that is critical to the folding of the inhibitory helix. This interaction positions the inhibitory helix onto the ETS domain and prevents the formation of a conserved hydrogen bond to the phosphodiester backbone of DNA. Subsequently, we investigated how the stability of the inhibitory helix is linked to autoinhibition. Amino acid substitutions that progressively enhance the stability of the inhibitory helix against unfolding also progressively enhance autoinhibition. Finally, we determined that ETV6 can still weakly bind DNA even when the inhibitory helix is locked onto the ETS domain via a disulfide bridge. Thus, despite blocking the canonical DNA-recognition surface of the ETS domain, unfolding of the inhibitory helix does not necessarily precede DNA binding. Together, these data lead to a detailed thermodynamic model for the autoinhibition of specific and non-specific DNA binding by ETV6. This model also provides a foundation for understanding possible mechanisms for regulating ETV6 activity in a cellular context.
Results

Helix H5 has low intrinsic helical propensity
Autoinhibited ETV6 has two helices, H4 and H5, appended to the C-terminus of its ETS domain (Fig. 1a) . The presence of these helices reduces the nanomolar-range affinity of ETV6 for a consensus ETS binding site by~50-fold [12] . Using NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography, we have demonstrated previously that helix H5 sterically blocks the canonical DNA interaction surface of the ETS domain and unfolds when ETV6 binds either specific (cognate) or non-specific DNA [13, 14] . Furthermore, although well formed, helix H5 is only marginally stable and poised to unfold [13] . Thus, the modest energetic penalty of this requisite conformational change leads to a net reduction in DNA binding affinity. Together, these observations provide a straightforward structural and thermodynamic mechanism for ETV6 autoinhibition.
In this study, we sought to understand the physicochemical basis of helix H5 stability and its association with the ETS domain. Inspection of the sequence of the inhibitory helix reveals that its constituent residues, collectively, have very low helical propensities (Table 1) . That is, as an isolated peptide, this sequence is predicted to be predominantly disordered and not to adopt a helical conformation [17] . This is due to the presence of several residues, such as Asp, Thr, Val and His, that disfavor helix formation [18] . Also, when formed, a positively charged Arg close to the N terminus and negatively charged Asp and Glu close to the C terminus of helix H5 will be unfavorably positioned with respect to its electrostatic macro-dipole. Hence, the inhibitory helix is intrinsically unstable and requires additional interactions with the ETS domain for its conformational integrity.
Inhibitory helix H5 is stabilized by a chargedipole interaction with the ETS domain
Helix H5 is generally amphipathic and packs against the ETS domain via its hydrophobic surface ( Fig. 1a and b) . However, it is striking that Glu434 interrupts this amphipathic pattern. In the NMR spectroscopically derived structural ensemble of an inhibited ETV6 fragment, Glu434 in helix H5 is fully buried and positioned to interact with the N-terminus of helix H1 of the ETS domain (Fig. 1a) . Depending on its pK a value in this buried state, the Glu434 sidechain carboxyl group could be neutral or negatively charged. In both forms, it can hydrogen bond with the amide NH of Leu337 (the first residue of helix H1), whereas when present as carboxylate, it can also partake in an electrostatic interaction with the macro-dipole of helix H1 [19] . Either way, the positioning of Glu434 that accompanies helix H5 folding directly prevents the formation of a conserved dipole-enhanced hydrogen bond between Leu337 and a phosphodiester oxygen in the backbone of DNA [14, 20] . The importance of these interactions is consistent with the loss of autoinhibition when Glu434 is replaced with an alanine [12] .
To probe the role of Glu434 in helix H5 stability, we monitored the conformation of ETV6 WT (Table 1 ) over a range of pH values from 6.7 to 3.5 using 15 N heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) 380  390  392  393  394  396  397  398  399  400  401  402  403  405  418  423  338  356 Fig. 1 . Negatively charged Glu434 is required for folding of the inhibitory helix H5. (a) Packing interactions of helix H5 (cyan) with the ETS domain (red; 2LF8.pdb). Right panel: residues in the inhibitory module and its interface with the ETS domain are shown as sticks (oxygen, red; nitrogen, blue; sulfur, yellow; carbon, green). Left panel: expanded view of the buried Glu434 sidechain and its interaction with the amide nitrogen of Leu337 at the N-terminus of helix H1. (b) Helical wheel representation of helix H5 (hydrophobic residues in green, polar and His in light orange, negatively charged in red and positively charged in blue). The helix is amphipathic with the hydrophobic side packing against the ETS domain and the hydrophilic side exposed to solvent. Glu434 interrupts the hydrophobic pattern. Stabilizing amino acid substitutions introduced into helix H5 are also indicated outside the helical wheel (Table 1) WT and ETV6 ΔH5 at pH 6.7 and 3.5 are presented for residues in the ETS domain that interface with helix H5 (including Arg392 and Ala393, boxed in the spectra). Along with the appearance of sharp signals with random coil chemical shifts, the close similarity of the spectra recorded for the two proteins at pH 3.5, but not at pH 6.7, indicates that helix H5 in ETV6
WT unfolds under acidic conditions. spectra. At pH values below~4.0, signals from amides in helix H5 disappeared while new peaks appeared in the central region of the 15 N-HSQC spectra ( Fig. 1c and d) . Although not assigned to specific residues, these sharp peaks with random coil chemical shifts are attributed to residues in an unfolded H5 that result from acidification of the protein. To verify this conclusion, we note that the chemical shifts of the residues in the ETS domain that pack against helix H5 are highly sensitive to the presence of this helix [14] . We reasoned that the chemical shifts for these interfacial residues should be similar when helix H5 is unfolded or deleted. Hence, we compared their amide 15 ΔH5 (lacking H5) at both pH 6.7 and 3.5 as reporters for the conformational state of helix H5. As expected, the chemical shifts of many amides in these two protein constructs were very different at pH 6.7 due to the presence or absence of a folded helix H5. In contrast at pH 3.5, these chemical shift differences decreased significantly, indicating that helix H5 is indeed unfolded and no longer packed against the ETS domain (Fig. 1e) . Hence, the negatively charged form of Glu434 appears to be required to maintain the structural integrity of the inhibitory helix H5.
To confirm this conclusion, Glu434 was replaced with glutamine and aspartate. Based on an analysis of amide 15 N and 1 H N chemical shifts, helix H5 is also predominantly unstructured in ETV6 E434Q at pH 6.7 ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Gln434 can potentially form a hydrogen bond with Leu337 in helix H1, but cannot partake in a charge-dipole interaction. Thus, the charged state of Glu434 indeed appears critical for its interaction with helix H1. Changing Glu434 to aspartic acid, which shortens the sidechain while Fig. S1 ). Therefore, helix H5 is destabilized by the E434D substitution, although not to the same extent as with E434Q or, even more so, acidification of the WT protein. This highlights the strict distance dependence of the Glu434-helix H1 interaction as expected for a buried electrostatic contact. The analysis of these ETV6 variants also demonstrates that the pH-dependent folding of helix H5 does not arise from additional Glu, Asp and His residues along the helix H5-ETS domain interface that likely titrate in the pH 6.7 to 3.5 range.
Collectively, these experiments show that a negatively charged Glu434 sidechain is required for the proper folding of helix H5 and its packing against the ETS domain. Unfortunately, we were unable to extract the pK a values of Glu434 in the context of folded and unfolded helix H5 from the NMR-monitored titrations due to complex patterns of chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) arising from ionization and conformation equilibria. However, by thermodynamic linkage, when buried due to the favorable folding of helix H5, the pK a value of Glu434 must be less than when it is solvent exposed with the helix unfolded. The latter is likely near the pK a~4 .4 of a glutamic acid in a random coil polypeptide [21] .
Amino acid substitutions designed to stabilize inhibitory helix H5 and strengthen its interactions with the ETS domain
We hypothesized that ETV6 DNA-binding autoinhibition is directly dependent upon the stability of the inhibitory module. To test this hypothesis, amino acid substitutions were introduced into helix H5 in the attempt to increase its helical propensity (Table 1) . Importantly, these changes were restricted to the solvent-exposed surface of the helix so that its packing interactions with the ETS domain would not be perturbed. The 15 N-HSQC spectra of these ETV6 variants confirmed that each contained a well-folded ETS domain (Fig. 2a and b) . A properly folded helix H5 in ETV6 H432R and ETV6 RAE was also inferred from the close similarity of the amide chemical shifts of residues along the DNA-binding interface with those of the corresponding residues in ETV6
WT . Based on the steric mechanism of autoinhibition, we also hypothesized that locking the inhibitory helix onto the DNA-binding interface would severely impair DNA binding. A variant was therefore designed to provide a disulfide bond between helix H5 and the DNA-binding interface (ETV6 2C-ox , Table 1 ).
This was accomplished by changing Ala393 in the DNA-recognition helix H3 and Val437 in the inhibitory helix H5 to cysteines. The formation of disulfide bond in the ETV6 2C-ox variant was confirmed from SDS-PAGE assays (not shown), as well as by the diagnostic 13 C β chemical shifts of its cysteine residues [23] . Although the presence of the disulfide bond perturbed the spectrum of the ETV6 2C-ox ETS domain ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. S2 ), an MICS analysis [22] WT at pH 6.7. Well-resolved peaks for several helix H5 residues are labeled in panel a. Also identified are signals from Arg392 and Ala393 (boxed), two residues in the ETS domain with chemical shifts diagnostic of a folded helix H5. The close similarity of the spectra of ETV6 H432R and ETV6 RAE to that of ETV6 WT confirms that the changes do not alter packing of helix H5 on the ETS domain. In the case of ETV6 2C-red , some spectral differences arise from the A393C and V437C substitutions at the ETS domain-helix H5 interface. (e) Although spectral perturbations are more pronounced with ETV6 2C-ox , secondary structure propensities predicted from its 1 H N , 15 N, 13 C α and 13 C β chemical shifts with the algorithm MICS [22] confirm that helix H5 remains folded (blue: α-helix; red β-strand; coil: not shown; all three propensities sum to 1). In the cartoon, blue cylinders and red bars indicate α-helices and β-strands, respectively. The positions of Cys393 and Cys437 are indicated (*).
Amide hydrogen exchange demonstrates that designed amino acid substitutions stabilize helix H5
NMR-based hydrogen exchange (HX) experiments were used to determine the stability of the wild-type and variant ETV6 ETS domains with residue-level resolution. The protection factors (PFs) for backbone amides were determined by complementary protium-deuterium and protiumprotium HX experiments. A PF is given by the ratio k int /k ex , where k ex is the experimentally measured HX rate constant and k int is the intrinsic rate constant predicted for the corresponding unstructured sequence under the same conditions of pH, temperature and solvent [24, 25] . In the commonly observed EX2 regime, the PF is the inverse of equilibrium constant for fluctuations between a "closed" state, where the exchange of the amide proton with the bulk solvent is prevented, and a transient "open" exchange-competent state [26] . Thus, PFs provide a per residue measure of the local free energy of stability [ΔG°H X = RTln(PF)] of a protein for conformational fluctuations detectable by HX.
The HX measurements for ETV6 WT ( Fig. 3 ) agree well with those reported previously [13] . Amides in helix H1 and strands S1, S2 and S4 in the core ETS domain have the highest PFs (~10 5 ) and likely exchange only through global fluctuations [27] . Although integral to the ETS domain fold, the DNA-recognition helix H3 has intermediate PFs (~10 3 ), indicating that it undergoes sub-global fluctuations [13] . Helix H3 in ETS-1 also shows moderated PFs, and we have postulated that these dynamic properties are a conserved feature of ETS domains that are important for binding non-specific and specific DNA sequences [6, 7, 28] . In contrast, helix H5 is marginally stable in ETV6
WT with PFs of only~10 (Figs. 3 and 4). Thus, although well defined in the NMR-derived structural ensemble of this protein, helix H5 readily samples unfolded states detectable via HX.
Relative to ETV6 WT , the variants ETV6 H432R and ETV6 RAE have a~2-fold increase in PFs for the core secondary structure elements of the ETS domain, whereas ETV6
2C-ox has a~5-fold increase (Fig. 3 ). Thus, these amino acid substitutions modestly stabilize the protein on a global level. The disulfide bond to Cys393 in helix H3 also increases its protection against HX. Most importantly, the substitutions generally retard the HX of amides throughout helix H5 (Fig. 4) . Recognizing that the first three amides in a regular α-helix do not form intra-helical hydrogen bonds, we averaged the PFs for residues 430 to 440 to obtain a measure of H5 stability for each protein. As summarized in Table 1 Table S1 ). In the case of ETV6
WT , black and red bars indicate data collected by protium-deuterium HX (uncorrected pH* 6.5) and protium-protium CLEANEX (pH 6.7 or 7.7) experiments, respectively. This is not differentiated for the three variants. The estimated PF errors are 5% to 15%, and in the upper cartoon, cylinders and rectangles indicate α-helices and β-strands, respectively. The average PFs for the ETS domain (residues in helices H1 and H2 and strands S1, S2 and S4), and for the recognition helix H3 are shown as solid lines for each variant species in its respective panel; the corresponding values for ETV6
WT are shown as dashed lines in all panels. For better visualization, the data for residues in helix H5 (gray shading) are overlaid in Fig. 4 . A comparison of these average PFs shows that the designed substitutions stabilize the ETS domain against HX.
Designed amino acid substitutions also stabilize the interaction of helix H5 with helix H1 of ETS domain As described above, the charge-dipole interaction between Glu434 and helix H1 is crucial for helix H5 stability. Leu337 is the first residue of helix H1 and is very sensitive to this interaction. In particular, this amide of Leu337 has highly downfield shifted 1 H N signal (~11 ppm) that is consistent with a hydrogen-bonding interaction with the Glu434 sidechain. Also, the 1 H N -15 N peak corresponding to the amide of Leu337 is almost at the noise level in the 15 N-HSQC spectrum of ETV6
WT at 25°C and pH 6.7 (Fig. 5) . However, its signal sharpens with increasing temperature (20°C to 35°C) and decreasing magnetic field strength (not shown). This diagnostic behavior indicates that the Leu337 amide signal is broadened by fast-intermediate regime conformational exchange [29] . It is plausible that such exchange broadening originates from an msec-μsec timescale conformational equilibrium of helix H5 between its folded and unstructured states, which in turn results in different chemical shifts for the amide of Leu337 due to the presence or absence, respectively, of an interacting Glu434.
Relative to ETV6
WT , the amide signal of Leu337 signal sharpened in the 15 N-HSQC spectra of ETV6 H432R , ETV6 RAE and ETV6 2C-ox (Fig. 5) . Therefore, stabilizing helix H5 reduces its exchange broadening. With a sharper signal, we were also able to measure the PFs for Leu337 in all three variants. These PFs increased progressively with the increasing Table S1 ). The estimated PF error is 5% to 15%. Most residues exhibit a progressive increase in protection against HX in the order of ETV WT 
C-ox indicating progressive stabilization of helix H5 by the designed substitutions. Residue-specific variations within this trend could arise for many reasons, including exchange from partially, rather than fully, unfolded states of the inhibitory helix, as well as errors in the measured (k ex ) and predicted (k int ) rate constants for each residue and the assumption that PFs are independent of sample pH and temperature over the range of conditions used for these measurements. Accordingly, the averaged PFs for the inhibitory helix amides are summarized in Table 1 and WT and three variants (25°C and pH 6.5). These spectra show that the 1 H N -15 N signal of Leu337 sharpens and increases in intensity as helix H5 is stabilized by amino acid substitutions. (c) The substitutions also increase the HX PFs for the Leu337 amide, as measured by a CLEANEX experiment at 35°C using a 500-MHz spectrometer. These experimental conditions of higher temperature and lower magnetic field strength favored signal detection. Due to its very weak signal, we could not measure the PF of Leu337 in ETV6
WT .
stability of helix H5 across this series (Table 1) . Collectively, these results confirm that Leu337 is sensitive to the folding-unfolding of helix H5 and further validates the presence of charge-dipole interaction between Glu434 and this N-terminal residue of helix H1.
Stabilization of inhibitory helix reduces DNA binding
To determine the effect of inhibitory helix stabilization on DNA binding, equilibrium dissociation constants (K Dvalues ) were measured for wild-type and variant ETV6 fragments. These data were obtained via electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) with DNA duplexes bearing the ETS recognition sequence 5′-GGAA -3′ (Table 1 and Fig. 6 ). The K D value of 6 nM for ETV6
WT is in good agreement with our previous DNA binding studies [13] . Also, although only an estimated K D b 1 nM could be obtained for ETV6
ΔH , this is consistent with a value of 0.1 nM reported for the uninhibited fragment of ETV6 WT [13] . Most importantly, progressively stabilizing the inhibitory helix H5 resulted in progressively weaker DNA-binding affinity for the ETV6 H432R and ETV6 RAE proteins. This supports our hypothesis that ETV6 autoinhibition scales with the stability of the inhibitory module.
Disulfide-blocked ETV6
2C-ox binds DNA weakly via a displaced interface
The interaction of ETV6 2C-ox with DNA was investigated by NMR methods. In particular, the titration of 15 N-labeled ETV6 2C-ox with a 15-bp DNA duplex containing the ETS recognition sequence 5′-GGAA -3′ was monitored via 15 N-HSQC spectroscopy (Fig. 7a) . Surprisingly, despite the covalent attachment of helix H5 along the ETS domain recognition helix H3, the protein still bound DNA, albeit weakly. Fitting of the titration data yielded a K D value of 20 ± 9 μM (Fig. 7b and Table 1 ). This corresponds to an~3000-fold reduction in affinity relative to the inhibited wild-type protein.
The amide CSPs of ETV6 2C-ox accompanying DNA binding were also substantially smaller than those exhibited by ETV6 WT (Fig. 7c) . As discussed in detail previously [14] , upon titration with specific DNA, many amides near the canonical ETS domain DNA-binding interface of ETV6
WT exhibit large amide 1 H N and 15 N chemical changes. Additional amides are also perturbed due to the unfolding of helix H5. In contrast, residues throughout helix H5 of ETV6 2C-ox yielded small CSPs upon the addition of DNA, demonstrating that the disulfide-bridged helix remained intact. DNA-induced CSPs in ETV6 2C-ox map to residues along helix H5, the N-terminal portion of helix H3 and the "wing" between strands S3 and S4. These broadly cluster to same positively charged region of the ETS domain used for DNA binding by the wild-type protein. However, involvement of helix H5 and the lack of CSPs for amides in helices H1 and the turn of the helix (H2)-turn-helix (H3) illustrates that the interaction surface ETV6 2C-ox only partially overlaps the conserved ETS domain interface of the wild-type protein (Fig. 7) . Thus, locking the inhibitory helix with a disulfide bond prevents full access to the canonical DNA-binding site and uncovers a weak interaction via a displaced interface.
Control were also very similar to those of ETV6 WT in complex with this DNA (Supplementary Fig. S2B) [14] and are clipped at an upper limit of 0.6 ppm. (d) When mapped onto a model of ETV6 2C-ox (right), the small CSPs for this disulfide-bridged protein localize to the S3-S4 wing and helices H3 and H5 (N 0.04 ppm, orange; N 0.1 ppm, red). This binding interface is displaced from the canonical ETS domain DNA-recognition surface seen with ETV6 ΔH5 lacking H5 (4MHG.pdb; left). Also in contrast to ETV6 WT , the lack of significant CSPs for helix H5 indicates that it remains folded in the DNA-bound state of ETV6 2C-ox .
Discussion
Charge-dipole interaction plays critical role in ETV6 autoinhibition
The current model of ETV6 autoinhibition centers on the unfolding of an appended inhibitory helix H5 that otherwise sterically blocks the DNA-binding surface of its ETS domain. Consistent with the~50-fold attenuation of affinity for specific DNA sites, helix H5 is marginally stable and poised to unfold [13] . Indeed, based on its sequence, the inhibitory residues have very low helical propensities and, in isolation, will not adopt a helical conformation. In this study, we investigated the factors contributing to the folding of helix H5 and its interaction with the adjacent ETS domain. In particular, we identified and characterized a charge-dipole interaction that is necessary for the stability of the ETV6 inhibitory helix. This interaction, which cannot be fully recapitulated by a glutamine or an aspartic acid, involves a buried negatively charged Glu434 sidechain in helix H5 that interacts with the amide of Leu337 at the positive end of the helix H1 macro-dipole.
The helix macro-dipole plays important roles in stabilization of protein structure, in ligand binding and in enzyme catalysis [19, 30, 31] . This macro-dipole can be approximated by a half-positive charge at the N-terminal end of a helix and a half-negative charge at its C-terminus [30] . These effective charges can interact in a distance-and orientation-dependent manner with adjacent charged or dipolar moieties. For example, theoretical calculations estimate that the interaction of an anionic group, such as that of a glutamate sidechain, at a 5-Å distance from the positive dipole of a 10-Å long helix can contribute up to 12 kcal/mol of attractive energy [32] . However, in the case of the ETV6 Glu434-helix H1 pairing, the net interaction is substantially weaker and may be offset by the thermodynamically linked energetic cost of helix H5 folding and desolvating the glutamate sidechain into a low dielectric environment at the ETS domain interface.
The macro-dipole of helix H1 plays an important role in recognition and binding of DNA sites by the ETS family of transcription factors. In all ETS domain-DNA complexes characterized to date, the amide NH of the N-terminal residue in helix H1 forms a highly conserved hydrogen bond with a backbone phosphodiester oxygen [33] . Thus, by interacting with the N-terminus of helix H1, Glu434 both provides stability to the inhibitory helix H5 and blocks a critical ETS domain-DNA contact. These linked processes contribute directly to the steric mechanism of ETV6 DNA-binding autoinhibition.
In contrast to ETV6, ETS-1 autoinhibition arises from the allosteric interactions of its ETS domain with an appended helical inhibitory module, combined with steric contributions from the adjacent intrinsically disordered SRR [6] [7] [8] ). The inhibitory module in ETS-1 is offset from the DNA-binding interface and is formed predominantly by the hydrophobic packing of helices from the flanking N-terminal (HI-1, HI-2) and C-terminal (H4, H5) inhibitory sequences, along with helix H1 of the intervening ETS domain [28, 34] . Previous studies have shown that eliminating or perturbing the helix H1-DNA interaction not only weakens DNA binding but also alters autoinhibition in ETS-1 [20] . Furthermore, the N-terminus of helix H1 is a focal point for the cooperative partnership of ETS-1 and Runx1 that relieves autoinhibition [11] . These results implicate helix H1 as a key link for the allosteric communication between the ETS-1 inhibitory module and its DNA-binding site. Thus, despite their distinct mechanisms, the interactions of helix H1 with their respective inhibitory sequences play central roles in DNA-binding autoinhibition for both ETV6 and ETS-1.
Inhibitory helix stability drives ETV6 autoinhibition
To experimentally investigate the dependence of ETV6 autoinhibition on helix H5 stability, we introduced a series of amino acid substitutions that were predicted to increase the helical propensity of its inhibitory sequence. Only solvent exposed sidechains were changed so that packing interactions with the core ETS domain were not perturbed. Amide HX measurements revealed a small increase in the average PFs of helix H5 amides due to the replacement of His432 with arginine (ETV6 H432R ), and a slightly larger increase due to the additional changes of Ser435 to alanine and Gln436 to glutamate (ETV6 RAE ). Similar trends were observed for the HX of Leu337, which is at the N-terminus of helix H1 and in a hydrogen bond with Glu434, as discussed above. Consistent with our predictions, these HX data confirmed that the surface substitutions modestly stabilize the folding of helix H5 and reinforce its packing against the ETS domain. In parallel, EMSA experiments revealed small decreases in the DNA-binding affinity of ETV6 H432R and, more so, ETV6 RAE relative to the wild-type protein. Thus, ETV6 autoinhibition is directly linked to the stability of helix H5 and its packing onto the DNA-binding interface of the ETS domain.
A closer inspection of the results summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 6 and ETV6 RAE for a cognate DNA site follow parallel trends, yet differ somewhat in relative magnitudes. In addition to the experimental uncertainty associated with measuring small changes in these values, the lack of a close linear correlation between the two parameters could arise due to numerous reasons. Most notably, the two sets of experiments were carried out under different experimental conditions (temperature, sample pH and ionic strength). Also, the PFs are residue specific and their values were averaged to obtain an estimation of the stability of helix H5. This neglects the possibility that partially unfolded states of helix H5, which allow HX, may still inhibit DNA binding. Similar to the SRR of ETS-1 [7] , unstructured H5 residues could still transiently interact with the ETS domain. All of these effects may lead to slightly greater changes in autoinhibition than expected based solely on the increased protection of helix H5 amides from exchange with water.
The inhibitory helices of ETS-1 are also marginally stable and readily unfold upon DNA binding [28] . Although the factors leading to this behavior have not been examined in detail, the N-terminal helices (HI-1, HI-2) of ETS-1 also have low predicted helical propensities due, in part, to unfavorable juxtapositioning of charged sidechains. Importantly, the inhibitory module is stabilized through transient interactions with the adjacent SRR. These interactions increase with progressive levels of SRR phosphorylation, thus providing a "rheostatic" control of ETS-1 at the level of DNA binding [6, 7] . Conversely, displacement of the inhibitory module by the ETS-interacting domain of Runx1 contributes to the relief of inhibition [9] [10] [11] . Additional partnerships, including with Pax5 [35] and with ETS-1 itself [36] , also counteract autoinhibition.
By analogy with ETS-1, we postulate that ETV6 could also be regulated through post-translational modifications and heterotypic protein partnerships that alter the stability of its inhibitory helix. Although such processes remain to be identified, it is noteworthy that a dramatic effect on ETV6 binding to tandem DNA sites does come from self-association mediated by its PNT domain [12] . However, the PNT and ETS domains of ETV6 are joined by long intervening sequence that is predicted to be intrinsically disordered. To date, there is no direct link between the self-association of the PNT domain and the structure or function of the inhibited ETS domain.
Thermodynamic model for ETV6 DNA-binding autoinhibition
The interaction of ETV6 ETS domain with DNA and its autoinhibition can be represented by a multi-state thermodynamic model (Fig. 8) . In the absence of DNA, ETV6 exchanges between an inhibited state (I), where helix H5 blocks the canonical ETS domain DNAbinding interface, and an uninhibited state (U), where residues corresponding to helix H5 are disordered. Based on the average PFs of helix H5, the equilibrium constant (K H5 = [I]/[U]) between these two states is estimated to be~10.
Because specific promoter sites constitute a small fraction of the genome, the initial encounter of ETV6 most likely occurs with non-specific DNA sequences lacking the ETS recognition sequences 5′-GGAA -3′ .
Previously, we demonstrated that ETV6 binds nonspecific DNA via its canonical ETS domain interface [14] . Non-specific binding is also autoinhibited bỹ 5-fold and accompanied by the unfolding of helix H5. However, in contrast to high-affinity specific complexes that are formed through basepairsidechain hydrogen bonding with recognition sequences, non-specific complexes arise from weaker and less defined electrostatic interactions with the phosphodiester backbone [37, 38] . Using isothermal titration calorimetry, the macroscopic K D values of ETV6
WT and ETV6 ΔH5 for a 15-bp non-specific DNA duplex were measured to be~5 and~1 μM, respectively [14] . These are macroscopic values because the 15-bp DNA can be bound at multiple subsites and in either orientation by ETV6. Microscopic K D values for the subsites can be obtained from the isothermal titration calorimetry data by fitting to complex binding isotherms that include neighbor exclusion along a finite lattice [39] . Assuming that the unstructured H5 residues in the uninhibited state (U) do not interfere with DNA binding, the macroscopic K D,U•DNAnsp of this state for a 15-bp non-specific DNA duplex should be similar to the value of 1 μM that was measured for ETV6
ΔH5 . Given that helix H5 sterically blocks the ETS domain, it is intuitively reasonable that ETV6 could follow a conformational selection pathway in which helix unfolding transiently yields the uninhibited state (U), which then binds DNA via its canonical interface. However, ETV6
2C-ox also bound DNA weakly via a displaced interface encompassing the "wing," part of the recognition helix H3, and the inhibitory helix H5. Surprisingly, the presence of folded helix H5 does not abrogate association with DNA, and the disulphidelocked ETV6 2C-ox variant reveals an alternative pathway in the model of Fig. 8 . The ETV6
2C-ox -DNA interaction studies were also carried out with a 15-bp DNA duplex and the macroscopic K D value was determined by NMR-monitored titrations to be 20 μM. Although this DNA contained the recognition sequences 5′-GGAA -3′ , the covalently linked helix H5 prevented the formation of base-specific hydrogen bonds that would otherwise lead to dramatic and diagnostic NMR spectral changes. We assume that the ETV6 2C-ox -DNA complex is driven primarily by electrostatic forces and is independent of the DNA sequence. Accordingly, the macroscopic K D,I•DNAnsp of the inhibited state (I) for a 15-bp non-specific DNA duplex estimated to be 20 μM. By thermodynamic linkage, this implies that the equilibrium constant for the unfolding of helix H5 is reduced from~10 for the free protein to~0.5 for the bound protein. This demonstrates that ETV6 can also follow an induced fit pathway, whereby the inhibited protein first binds DNA and then undergoes a favorable conformational change with helix H5 unfolding to allow a canonical mode of binding. The presence of both pathways, with the inhibited protein being binding competent, could explain how the inhibitory helix H5 causes~5-fold autoinhibition rather than the~10-fold expected from its PFs [14] .
Once ETV6 binds non-specific DNA in either its inhibited or uninhibited states, searching, modeled as one-dimensional diffusion, for cognate sites ensues [40, 41] . Upon encountering a specific cognate site, the protein and DNA undergo conformational changes in order to make base-specific contacts and thereby form a high-affinity complex [14] . Given that the K D value of ETV6 for specific DNA is three-to four-orders of magnitude lower than for non-specific DNA, it is certain that the helix H5 will remain unfolded in this complex. This could also account for the observation that ETV6 is autoinhibited by~50-fold for specific DNA binding and only~5-fold for non-specific binding [14] .
In conclusion, using a combination of site-directed mutagenesis, DNA-binding assays and NMR-based structural studies, we have determined the thermodynamic basis of DNA-binding and its autoinhibition in ETV6. These analyses predict potential mechanisms for ETV6 regulatory pathways involving cellular signaling events, such as post-translational modifications and protein partnerships that reinforce or relieve ETV6 autoinhibition by modulating the inhibitory helix stability.
Materials and Methods
Design of helix stabilizing amino acid substitutions
The disulfide containing ETV6 2C-ox was designed using a combination of visual inspection of the ETV6 structure (PDB code: 1FL8) and energy minimization with ROSET-TA [42] . Pairs of residues on helix H5 and the core ETS domain were selected based on the proximity of their C β atoms in the ETV6 structure and modeled as cysteines using Pymol [43] . The structural models of these proteins were energy minimized by ROSETTA and then inspected for disulfide bond formation. Out of five pairs (K380C-L438C, A393C-E434C, A393C-V437C, L400C-R426C and L336C-E434C), only A393C-V437C and L336C-E434C formed acceptable disulfide bonds in silico. Both the A393C-V437C and L336C-E434C doubly substituted proteins were expressed and purified from Escherichia coli. The L336C-E434C variant most likely formed both intramolecular and intermolecular disulfide bonds as we observed higher molecular weight bands in SDS-PAGE gels (data not shown). In contrast, the A393C-V437C (ETV6 2C-ox ) variant behaved well in solution and was used for further studies.
Amino acid substitutions to stabilize the inhibitory helix H5 were designed by changing only surface exposed residues such that its packing interactions with the core ETS domain would not be disrupted. The program AGADIR [17] was used to guide this process. ETV6 variants, referred to as ETV6 H423R and ETV6 RAE , were designed to progressively enhance helix H5 stability with the addition of successive changes summarized in Table 1 . These substitutions stabilize the helix by introducing favorable electrostatic interactions between Glu and Arg sidechains at positions "i" and "i + 3" or "i + 4" [17] . Alanine was chosen due to its highest helical propensity among all amino acids [18] .
Protein expression and purification
Two fragments of murine ETV6, denoted as ETV6
ΔH5
(residues Gly329 to Arg426) and ETV6
WT (Gly329 to Asp446), represent the uninhibited (helix H5 deleted) and autoinhibited ETS domains, respectively. Both constructs have the sole wild-type cysteine (Cys334) changed to serine. Additional ETV6 variants (Table 1) were made by site-directed mutagenesis of the ETV6 WT construct. Each ETV6 fragment was expressed from pET28b + vectors in E. coli BL21 (λDE3) cells and contained an N-terminal His 6 -affinity tag followed by a thrombin cleavage site. For 15 N/ 13 C (or only 15 N) labeling of the protein, cells were grown in M9 minimal media supplemented with 1 g/L 15 NH 4 Cl and 3 g/L 13 C 6 -glucose (or 15 g of 12 C 6 -glucose) as the sole nitrogen and carbon sources, respectively. Using previously described protocols [13, 14] , the protein samples were purified by Ni +2 -affinity chromatography, followed by thrombin cleavage to remove the His 6 -tag.
Gel-filtration chromatography was used as an additional purification and buffer exchange step. Four non-native N-terminal residues (Gly-Ser-His-Met) remained in the final samples. Final protein concentrations were determined by UV absorption using predicted molar absorptivity (ε 280 ) values [44] .
NMR spectroscopy
NMR experiments were performed using TCI-cryoprobe equipped Bruker Avance III 500, 600 or 850 MHz spectrometers. Unless stated otherwise, the proteins were 0.15-0.6 mM in sample buffer (20 mM phosphate, 50 mM NaCl, 5% lock D 2 O) at pH 6.7 and 25°C. The disulfide bond was reduced in ETV6 2C-red by the addition of 2 mM TCEP. The collected spectra were processed and analyzed using NMRPipe [45] and Sparky [46] 
Measurement of amide HX by NMR
The temperatures (20°C to 35°C) and pH (3.5 to 8.6) conditions for the amide HX studies are summarized in Supplementary Table S1 . The slow (minutes to days) exchange rate constants for ETV6
WT and its variants were measured at 20°C from a series of 15 N-HSQC spectra collected immediately after dissolving the lyophilized proteins in 99.9% D 2 O. Following a dead time of~6 min, four 5-min (acquisition time), four 10-min, six 20-min, four 30-min, five 1-h, five 2-h, six 4-h and five 6-h 15 N-HSQC spectra were collected. Only the number of transients per t 1 increment was increased for longer acquisition times and improved signal-to-noise ratios. After 3 days, each sample was removed from the spectrometer and stored at 20°C. Over the next~2 weeks, 15 N-HSQC spectra were recorded intermittently until all amides had exchanged by at least 70%. The reported pH* value (uncorrected for isotope effects) of the sample was then measured. The pseudo-first-order exchange rate constants (k ex ) were determined by nonlinear least-squares fitting of the peak intensities, I t (scaled by the number of transients) to the equation I t = I 0 exp(− k ex t), where t is the midpoint time of each spectrum and I 0 is the initial intensity.
The fast (seconds) exchange rate constants were measured by the CLEANEX-PM method [48] at several temperature and pH values (Supplementary Table S1 ). At each condition, a series of spectra with 10-, 20-, 30-, 40-, 50-, 60-and 80-ms transfer periods and a reference spectrum with a long (12-s) recycle delay to ensure complete water relaxation were collected. The k ex values were obtained as described previously [13] .
The PFs for each amide were determined as the ratio of its experimentally measured exchange rate constant (k ex ) versus the intrinsic exchange rate constant (k int ) of the same amino acid sequence in an unstructured polypeptide. The k int values were determined from the program Sphere [49] , which uses reference data based on poly-DL-alanine and corrected for amino acid type, temperature, pH and isotope effects [24, 25] . The PFs reported in Figs. 3, 4 and 5 and in Table 1 correspond to the k ex values measured most reliably by either protiumdeuterium or protium-protium exchange. Note that the comparison of PFs assumes an EX2 mechanism with a first-order dependence of k ex on pH and an independence of protein stability on sample pH and temperature over the range of conditions used for these measurements [26] .
Measurement of ETV6
2C-ox -DNA binding DNA oligonucleotides containing the 15-bp consensus sequence 5′-CAAGCCGGAAGTGAG − 3′ and its complement were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). The DNA duplex was generated by mixing the single strands at an equimolar ratio (as determined by UV absorbance using IDT-supplied predicted ε 260 values), heating to 100°C and slowly cooling to room temperature. The duplex DNA was purified and exchanged into NMR buffer by gel filtration chromatography. Concentrated DNA was titrated into 0. 
where Δδ max is the maximum, extrapolated change in chemical shift for each residue upon saturation, and D T and P T are total dilution-corrected DNA and protein concentrations, respectively, at each titration point.
To generate ETV6 2C-red , the disulfide bond was reduced by adding TCEP to a final concentration of 2 mM. Since the disulfide bond is buried in the protein, complete reduction, as monitored by 15 N-HSQC spectra, took almost a day. The 15-bp duplexed DNA was added to make a 1:1 ETV6
2C-red-DNA complex (final concentration of 0.1 mM). In contrast to ETV6 2C-ox , the reduced ETV6 2C-red bound this DNA tightly and in the slow exchange regime. Hence, the 15 N-HSQC spectrum of DNA-bound ETV6 2C-red was assigned by comparison to the published spectrum of DNA-bound ETV6
WT [14] .
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays
The equilibrium dissociation constants (K D ) of ETV6 WT and its variants for a 23-bp double-stranded DNA containing the sequence 5′-CGGCCAAGCCGGAA GTGAGTGCC -3′ and its complement were measured by EMSA [20] . Both oligonucleotides in the duplex had an AlexaFluor-488 fluorescent tag attached to their 5′ base via a flexible polyethylene glycol linker. The HPLC-purified oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT and annealed by heating to 100°C, followed by slowly cooling to room temperature. Binding reactions were carried out in 25 mM Tris (pH 7.9), 60 mM KCl, 6 mM MgCl 2 , 0.1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 1 μg/ml poly(dIdC) and 0.1 mg/ml BSA. The reactions, containing 0.5 nM DNA and 0.01 nM to 1 μM protein (ETV6 WT , ETV6 H432R or ETV6 RAE ), were incubated at room temperature for 20 min and then on ice for another 20 min. For the higher-affinity uninhibited ETV6 ΔH5 , 0.04 nM DNA was used. The gel electrophoresis was performed under ice-cold conditions using a BioRad mini-gel system. Gels were scanned with a Typhoon 9200 imager. Band intensities (I) corresponding to the free DNA were quantified by ImageJ [50] and fit to the following equation to determine K D values:
Here, I base is the baseline intensity with excess protein, I max is the maximum intensity without protein and P T is the total protein concentration for each reaction. In the cases of ETV6
WT , ETV6 H432R and ETV6 RAE , the fit K D values were at least 10-fold higher than the DNA concentration (0.5 nM), and thus, the free protein concentrations could be assumed to be equal to that of total protein. 
